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Abstract The mechanical behavior of clay shales is of

great interest in many branches of geo-engineering, including

nuclear waste disposal, underground excavations, and deep

well drilling. Observations from test galleries (Mont Terri,

Switzerland and Bure, France) in these materials have shown

that the rock mass response near the excavation is associated

with brittle failure processes combined with bedding parallel

shearing. To investigate the brittle failure characteristics of

the Opalinus Clay recovered from the Mont Terri Under-

ground Research Laboratory, a series of 19 unconfined uni-

axial compression tests were performed utilizing servo-

controlled testing procedures. All specimens were tested at

their natural water content with loading approximately nor-

mal to the bedding. Acoustic emission (AE) measurements

were utilized to help quantify stress levels associated with

crack initiation and propagation. The unconfined compres-

sion strength of the tested specimens averaged 6.9 MPa. The

crack initiation threshold occurred at approximately 30% of

the rupture stress based on analyzing both the acoustic

emission measurements and the stress–strain behavior. The

crack damage threshold showed large variability and occur-

red at approximately 70% of the rupture stress.

Keywords Unconfined compressive strength �
Brittle failure � Anisotropic rock � Clay shale �
Damage initiation � Acoustic emissions

1 Introduction

The mechanical behavior of argrillitic rocks is of great

interest in many branches of geo-engineering, including

nuclear waste disposal, underground excavations and deep

well drilling. Within these fields one of the most chal-

lenging problems facing engineers is assessing the stability

of boreholes and underground excavations in increasingly

higher stress regimes. With any underground cavity, the

stress redistribution due to the excavation generates a

considerable stress gradient where the near field conditions

are dominated by very low confining stress. While many

failure criteria utilized in engineering analysis are primarily

based on the process of shear failure, observations in sev-

eral argillaceous rock types consistently show that macro-

scopic extensional fracturing is involved in the failure

process near the cavity (Blümling et al. 2007; Bossart et al.

2002; Martin et al. 2004; Corkum and Martin 2007; Rejeb

and Cabrera 2006; Yong 2007; Millard et al. 2009). Thus,

to correctly characterize and assess the near field behavior

it is necessary to define the failure criteria with respect to

the observed brittle failure process.

Studies investigating the failure behavior of brittle rock

demonstrate that macroscopic tensile, rather than shear
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failure modes, must be anticipated for a wide range of rock

types when unconfined to slightly confined (Hoek and Bie-

niawski 1965; Hoek 1968; Cook 1965; Fairhurst and Cook

1966; Brace et al. 1966; Bieniawski 1967; Scholz 1968a, b;

Tapponier and Brace 1976; Holzhausen and Johnson 1979;

Feder 1980; Horii and Nemat-Nasser 1986; Martin 1997;

Kaiser and Kim 2008a, b; Kaiser et al. 2010; Amann et al.

2010a). These studies suggest that nucleation, growth, and

interaction of micro-cracks are the controlling processes that

lead to macroscopic fracture and rupture of brittle solids

under compression. Material heterogeneities or geometric

discontinuities may produce local tensile stresses under far

field compression, locally exceeding the tensile strength of

the rock (Cook 1965; Scholz 1968a, b; Tapponier and Brace

1976; Horii and Nemat-Nasser 1986; Lan et al. 2010).

Laboratory studies and theoretical considerations on

brittle rock behavior under unconfined compression

revealed three key stress levels and four behavior stages

(Fig. 1; Bieniawski 1967; Martin 1997).

At low axial load non-linear stress–axial strain behavior

(behavior stage I) is often observed and can be attributed to

closure of existing micro-cracks (Walsh and Brace 1966;

Scholz 1968a, b). The micro-cracks are either pre-existing

or induced during drilling, stress relaxation, specimen

handling, specimen preparation or shrinkage.

The non-linear behavior is followed by linear elastic

behavior (behavior stage II) and the stress–strain relation-

ship is linear. As the axial stress increases, new micro-

cracks may develop. The load where cracks start to grow is

called the crack initiation stress (rCI) or damage initiation

threshold (damage is defined as inelastic strain as a con-

sequence of loading). It coincides approximately with the

point where the stress–volumetric strain and stress–lateral

strain curves depart from linearity (Brace et al. 1966;

Bieniawski 1967; Lajtai and Lajtai 1974). This does not

apply to the stress–axial strain curve that remains linear

(Fig. 1). Brace et al. (1966) showed that for low-porosity

rocks and concrete, the onset of cracking is initiated at

30–50% of the short-term uniaxial rupture stress. The stress

threshold for micro-crack initiation has been confirmed in

many studies on different rock types and is now widely

accepted (Hallbauer et al. 1973; Scholz 1968a; Martin and

Chandler 1994). Tapponier and Brace (1976) found that the

extension of micro-cracks at rCI is mostly limited to the

grain scale. Acoustic emission (AE) measurements have

been shown to provide an accurate measurement of the

crack initiation threshold (Scholz 1968a, b; Kranz and

Scholz 1977; Lockner et al. 1992; Martin 1997). The crack

initiation threshold is often regarded as the lower limit for

both the in situ rock strength and the long-term strength if

the rock is unconfined (Diederichs 2007).

Once the applied stress increases beyond the rCI

threshold, damage accumulates in the specimen. Based on

experimental studies and fracture mechanics principles

Bieniawski (1967) postulated that two types of fracture

propagation modes should be considered: stable and

unstable fracture propagation (Fig. 1). Stable fracture

propagation is generally a slow process, requiring an

increase in stress (or strain) for each increment of crack

growth. Unstable crack propagation cannot be controlled

unless the stress is dropped. At the stress threshold related

to unstable crack growth (rCD), the stress–axial strain

curve typically deviates from linearity and the volumetric

strain curve changes from contraction to extension. Volu-

metric strain reversal typically occurs between 0.7 and 0.9

of the rapid-loading rupture stress (Bieniawski 1967;

Martin 1997). Macroscopic visible fractures are initiated at

this level of axial stress, indicating strain localization

associated with a critical crack density as a consequence of

accumulated damage and crack coalescence (Lockner et al.

1992; Kemeny 1991; Hallbauer et al. 1973; Martin 1997).

This threshold represents the upper limit of short-term in

situ strength and is considered as the yield strength of the

rock specimen (Bieniawski 1967; Diederichs et al. 2004).

The final stage of the failure process is rupture. Once

the rupture stress (UCS) is reached, brittle solids show a

Fig. 1 Illustration of the critical

stress thresholds and behavior

stages for a brittle failing

specimen under unconfined

compressive loading
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sudden strength drop associated with macro-scale fractures.

The latter are typically aligned sub-parallel with the max-

imum principal stress leading to axial splitting.

Bieniawski (1967) pointed out that the modified Griffith

failure criterion (Griffith 1921, 1924) constitutes a reliable

indicator of crack initiation in brittle rocks. Since Griffith’s

fundamental work, many studies have shown that crack

initiation in brittle rock is manifested as distributed Mode I

fractures sub-parallel to the maximum compressive stress

direction (e.g. Hoek and Bieniawski 1965; Hoek 1968;

Cook 1965; Fairhurst and Cook 1966; Brace et al. 1966;

Bieniawski 1967; Scholz 1968a, b; Lajtai 1974; Tapponier

and Brace 1976; Lockner et al. 1992; Martin 1997). Tap-

ponier and Brace (1976) investigated the micro-fracturing

processes utilizing a scanning electron microscope (SEM)

at individual loading stages of confined granite specimens

(the confining stress was 50 MPa). They found that

inelastic strains are almost entirely related to stress-induced

crack initiation, growth, and propagation. Between the

onset of dilation and the rupture stress, the crack density

doubles and the increase of axial cracks is more than four

times the increase in radial cracks.

The fundamental understanding of brittle failure

behavior provides the bridge between fracture mechanics

principles, empirical laboratory observations and near-

excavation brittle rock mass behavior (Martin 1997; Kaiser

et al. 2000; Diederichs 2003). The failure behavior around

tunnels in moderately jointed, highly stressed brittle rock,

is dominated by extensional Mode I fracturing (spalling).

The development of such spalls can be related to stress-

induced micro-crack initiation, crack growth and coales-

cence at the micro-scale (Horii and Nemat-Nasser 1985;

Ewy and Cook 1990; Martin 1997; Kaiser et al. 2000;

Germanovich and Dyskin 2000; Diederichs 2003; Lan et al.

2010) extending to the macro-scale. The observed macro-

fractures are approximately aligned with the maximum

principal stress which coincides with laboratory observa-

tions and theoretical expectations.

The experimental study presented here is motivated by

the apparent brittle behavior of the argillaceous rock

Opalinus Clay (OPA) observed during a number of mine-by

studies in the Mont Terri Underground Research Laboratory

(URL) (Bossart et al. 2002; Martin et al. 2004; Corkum and

Martin 2007; Blümling et al. 2007; Yong et al. 2010). This

relatively weak over-consolidated clay shale (Underwood

1967) has several advantageous characteristics for nuclear

waste isolation, such as extremely low permeability and the

potential for self-sealing, that make it the foremost candi-

date for selection as a host formation in Switzerland.

However, the low strength, the strength anisotropy, and the

observed brittle behavior (Bellwald 1990; Aristorenas

1992; Martin et al. 2004; Yong 2007; Blümling et al. 2007;

Corkum and Martin 2007) are disadvantageous for the

constructability of the disposal facilities. Observations

made during a recent mine-by project (Thoeny et al. 2010)

demonstrate that the bulk deformational behavior of OPA

involves a combination of slip along bedding planes, slip

along pre-existing fractures and brittle Mode I fracture

processes (Amann et al., 2009, 2010b). Extensional macro-

fractures were typically observed where only few pre-

existing fractures were present.

A quantification of the stress thresholds where micro-

cracks are initiated or propagate in an unstable manner is

an important pre-requisite for designing repository struc-

tures. In the present study it is demonstrated that the failure

behavior of unconfined OPA loaded normal to bedding is

associated with brittle failure processes and rCI and rCD

can be adequately determined by utilizing high-resolution

strain measurements together with micro-acoustic emission

monitoring. It is also shown that the strength and elastic

anisotropy of the clay shale have a major influence on the

fracture process and hence on the stress–strain response

and acoustic activity. As sign convention compressive

stress and contraction are denoted as positive.

2 Related Studies on the Behavior of Clay shales

Aristorenas (1992) and Bellwald (1990) studied the

undrained and drained response of OPA specimens loaded

under pure shear compression. During undrained specimen

compaction, positive excess pore pressure was measured.

As compressive shearing progressed, the specimens

developed a tendency to dilate, accompanied by a contin-

uous decrease of excess pore pressure. At failure, excess

pore pressure was typically negative. Aristorenas (1992)

showed that the dilatant behavior of OPA is due to micro-

crack initiation, growth and interaction long before rupture

stress is reached. Popp and Salzer (2007) investigated the

short-term damage evolution of OPA specimens from the

Mont Terri URL by performing true triaxial compression

tests (confinement [ 7.5 MPa). During the tests p- and

s-wave velocity was continuously measured in both the

axial and lateral direction. Based on velocity changes they

inferred that inelastic deformation occurred at approxi-

mately 50–60% of the rupture stress. The inflection point of

p-wave velocity changes was used to define the transition

from net contraction to net dilation, and was approximately

80–90% of the peak strength. Naumann et al. (2007)

showed that rCD was influenced by the bedding orientation

from confined tests on OPA specimens (confining

stress [ 5 MPa) taken from the Mont Terri URL. For

specimens loaded normal to bedding, rCD was on average

96% of the rupture stress. All the above studies utilized

confined specimens and the failure mode was typically

macroscopic shear failure. To the author’s knowledge,
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previous investigations to identify rCI and rCD for

unconfined loading of OPA do not exist.

3 Material Description

The argillaceous rock OPA at the Mont Terri URL is a

moderately over-consolidated claystone. Three main lith-

ological facies have been identified at the URL: the shaly

facies, the sandy facies and the carbonate-rich facies

(Thury and Bossart 1999). Specimens utilized for this study

were obtained from the shaly facies. According to Under-

wood (1967) the rock is classified as a clay shale.

The mass fractions of the predominant mineralogical

components of the shaly facies are clay minerals (50–66%),

quartz (10–20%), carbonates (8–20%) and feldspar (3–5%)

(Thury and Bossart 1999; Klinkenberg et al. 2009). The mass

fraction of clay minerals is composed of 20–30% 2:1 layer

and mixed layer silicates, 7–8% chlorite and 20–25% Kao-

linite (Klinkenberg et al. 2009). Clay platelets are tabular-

shaped and lie sub-parallel with the macroscopic bedding,

which is made up of siderite concretions and silt and sand-

stone lenses. Studies of the micro-fabric show that spatially

distributed coarse grains in the OPA are mainly carbonate

bioclasts (shell fragments) and pyrite (trace fossils) of

different shapes and size (up to 1 mm), orientated typically

sub-parallel to the bedding (Klinkenberg et al. 2009). The

pronounced micro-fabric of the clayey matrix was formed by

a complex history of sedimentation, burial, physical com-

paction, development of diagenetic bonding, tectonic fault-

ing, uplift and erosion (Marschall et al. 2005; Van Loon et al.

2004). The maximum burial depth at the level of the Mont

Terri URL is estimated to be 1,000 m in the late-Tertiary; the

present burial depth is 200–300 m (Thury and Bossart 1999).

The physical properties of the OPA exhibit strong

anisotropy. This is illustrated by the hydraulic conductivity

obtained from laboratory and in situ experiments which is

in the range of 0.6–0.7 9 10-13 m/s perpendicular to

bedding and 1.3–2.0 9 10-13 m/s parallel to bedding

(Bock 2008). The porosity of OPA varies between 12 and

18%. Mercury porosimetry data suggest that a large portion

of the pores consists of equivalent pore radii in the micro-

(equivalent radius \ 25 nm) and macro-scale (equivalent

radius [ 25 nm). The fraction of macro-pores is estimated

to be about 10% (Marschall et al. 2005).

4 Methods

4.1 Sampling, Specimen Characterization

and Specimen Handling

Two 89-mm diameter cores (BRC-3 and BRC-4) were

drilled with compressed air cooling in the Mont Terri URL

to obtain high-quality specimens of the shaly facies.

Specimens taken from triple-tube core barrels were her-

metically sealed in vacuum-evacuated foil. Several speci-

mens were weighed immediately after removal and dried at

105�C to a constant weight following I.S.R.M. (1979)

suggested methods to determine the water content of fresh

cores. Cylindrical specimens were carefully prepared by

dry cutting and polishing the end faces in a lathe.

Depending on the original specimen length and texture, a

height-to-diameter ratio of 1.6–2.0 was utilized. The

remaining pieces of each core were used to determine the

mass fraction of water, x. The volumetric water content, h,

was calculated using the following expression

h ¼ x� qs

1� xð Þ � qw þ x� qs

ð1Þ

where qw is the density of pore water (1 g cm-3) and qs is

the grain density of rock (2.7 ± 0.2 g cm-3 (Bock 2008).

The total porosity, /, was derived from the dry bulk

density (qbulk,dry) and grain densities using,

/ ¼ 1�
qbulk;dry

qs

ð2Þ

The dry bulk density was estimated by the mass after

drying and the volume measured prior to drying. The

saturation degree (Sw) corresponds to the ratio of

volumetric water content over the total porosity. Prior to

testing, a petrophysical description of each specimen was

obtained. The ultrasonic p-wave velocity was determined

in both the axial and lateral directions. The mechanical

tests were usually conducted about 30 min after removal of

the hermetically sealed packing to minimize changes in

state and potential damage due to water loss.

4.2 Testing Procedure

The uniaxial compressive loading axis was oriented

85� ± 5� to the bedding planes. The tests were performed

at the Technical University of Graz (Austria) using a

modified MTS 815 servo-hydraulic rock testing system

with digital feedback control. All tests were executed with

impervious end-plates. Sixteen tests were performed on

unjacketed specimen and three on jacketed specimens (No.

214.45, 214.46, 214.47). The specimens were jacketed with

a 0.5-mm thick DuPont FEP Fluorocarbon Film.

Axial and circumferential strain gages were mounted

onto the specimen at half of the specimen height to elim-

inate the influence of end effects on the strain measure-

ments. Two axial strain gages (Type MTS Model 632.

11F-90), each with a measurement base-length of 50 mm,

were firmly attached on opposite sides of the specimens.

Circumferential strain (ecirc) was calculated from the dis-

placement measured by a single gage (Type MTS Model

418 F. Amann et al.
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632.21) attached to a chain wrapped tightly around the

specimen (Fig. 2b). Volumetric strain (ev) was calculated

from the sum of the arithmetic mean of the two axial

strains (eaxial) and twice times the circumferential strain

(eaxial ? 2ecirc). The inelastic volumetric strain component

(ev,inel), which is related to micro-cracking, was defined as

the difference between the measured volumetric strain and

the linear elastic component of the volumetric strain

defined at low axial stress (ev,inel = ev,elast-ev). Before

testing of the rock specimens the strain gages were cali-

brated with a MTS calibrator frame (MTS Model 650.03).

In addition a low-carbon steel cylinder (50 mm in diameter

and 100 mm in height) was tested unconfined utilizing

three loading and unloading stages between 25 and 75 MPa

axial loads. The three cycles yielded an estimate for

Young’s moduli of 211 GPa, and for Poisson’s ratio of

0.23. The manufacturer of the steel cylinder gives a

Young’s modulus of 210 GPa, and a Poisson’s ratio of

0.22–0.25. This indicates the calibration of the strain gages

and loading cell is correct.

The failure of unconfined or slightly confined brittle

solids is commonly associated with the development of

axial cracks, and the circumferential displacement as a

function of axial load tends to increase disproportional

compared to the axial displacement curve. Thus, the most

appropriate feedback signal for controlling the load

throughout the failure of the specimen is the circumferen-

tial displacement rate. The circumferential displacement

rate was utilized as the controlling feedback signal. The

selected rate was 0.08 mm/min for most specimens,

although 0.10 mm/min was used for three specimens and

0.15 mm/min for one specimen (Table 1).

Since the distribution of strains within the continuously

failing specimen is not uniform, the measured strains are

dependent on the location of the strain gages relative to

the macroscopic failure zone. Therefore, the stiffness-

compensated piston displacement signal is used to calcu-

late the total axial strain in the post-failure region.

4.3 Micro-Seismic Signal Detection

An acoustic emission monitoring system with a 4-channel

transient-recorder was used to identify AE signals related

to the sudden growth of micro-cracks or slip along existing

crack surfaces (Fig. 2a). Events were detected with four

piezoelectric transducers affixed with adhesive to the

specimen’s surface during nine tests (Fig. 2b). The 11-mm

diameter transducers were mounted on 2-mm thick brass

holders whose bottom face was machined to the radius of

curvature of the specimens to achieve contact over the

entire area. Based on experience with weak argillaceous

rock types, the transducer (GMuG AE-BLs-12) was

designed to a have the main sensitivity in a frequency band

between 10 and 300 kHz. Amplification was achieved in

two stages. The first stage was a pre-amplifier (GMuG

VV30) with a 30 dB gain. Before the signal enters the

transient recorder, a second stage of amplification was

applied with a 20 dB gain. Triggering of the transient

recorder was controlled by a pre-defined signal amplitude

threshold at each channel. Recordings were triggered for

all channels when the signal amplitude of one channel

exceeded the threshold level. The sampling rate was

2–5 MHz.

Electromagnetic disturbances occasionally triggered the

acquisition system and typically appeared as coherent

arrivals on two or more channels. Such noise was elimi-

nated during post-processing utilizing a low pass Butter-

worth filter with a corner frequency of 200 kHz.

Fig. 2 a Schematic illustration

of the experimental system for

the detection of acoustic

emissions (AE). b Experimental

setup for uniaxial compressive

strength tests with acoustic

emission monitoring
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4.4 Methodology for Defining Damage Stages

The crack initiation stress is usually determined by the

point where the stress–volumetric strain curve departs from

the linear elastic trend defined at lower stress levels (Brace

et al. 1966). The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of a

specimen were determined from the stress–strain curve by

the least squares regression over the low stress range,

where linear elastic behavior was evident (Fig. 1). The

bulk modulus in this region was calculated according to the

theory of linear elasticity. In terms of linear elasticity,

the behavior of all specimens was never truly linear and a

precise determination of the stress range defining elastic

behavior was sometimes difficult (Fig. 1). In all cases,

however, the first departure from linearity was clearly

defined, and was taken as a lower limit of rCI (Fig. 3). In

several tests, a distinct stress drop at low axial stress

(approximately 2 MPa) occurred. Since the axial load for

the test procedure is controlled by a constant circumfer-

ential displacement rate, this stress drop reflects a sudden

increase of the lateral strain and indicates local failure. The

stress level at which this stress drop occurred, if it occurred

at all, was taken as the upper limit of rCI (Fig. 3). In all

cases a mean value was calculated for rCI. This estimate of

rCI coincides with the onset of continuous AE activity as

also reported by Scholz (1968a, b); Kranz and Scholz

(1977); Lockner et al. (1992); Martin (1997) and Eberhardt

et al. (1998). Discontinuous AE activity (e.g. sporadic AE-

events) at axial stress levels below rCI was only observed

for specimen No. 215.54.

The stress level where unstable crack growth is initiated

is usually taken as the reversal point of the stress–volu-

metric strain curve for unconfined compression tests

(Bieniawski 1967; Diederichs and Martin 2010). As stated

before, this behavior is dominated by a disproportional

increase of lateral strain relative to the axial strain. For the

material tested in this study, two types of volumetric

behavior modes were observed: (1) the slope of the volu-

metric strain curve changes sharply at the reversal point

and hence rCD can be reliably defined, and (2) the slope of

the volumetric strain curve changes smoothly at the

reversal point in which case the definition of a distinct

value for rCD is difficult. To account for both cases, the

upper and lower limits of rCD were taken as points on the

volumetric strain curve where the volume strain differed by

0.002% from the maximum volumetric strain attained

(Fig. 3). The axial stress at the reversal point of the volu-

metric strain curve was also determined.

5 Results

5.1 Specimen Characterization

Macroscopic inspection of the specimens revealed material

heterogeneities in the form of silty or sandy nodules in

specimen’s No. 214.46 and 214.57, and some calcite veins

in specimen 214.54.

The average mass fraction of water of the test specimens

was 7.52% with a maximum of 8.09% and a minimum of

7.12% (Table 1). The fresh specimens attained a constant

weight after 6–10 days of drying at 105�C. Figure 4

illustrates the water content measurements for both bore-

holes subsequent to drilling and after a period of storage,

plotted against the vertical depth below the tunnel invert.

Estimates obtained from fresh specimens immediately after

removal from the borehole do not differ systematically

from those made immediately after unwrapping following

storage. The saturation was estimated as 1.0 for 16 speci-

mens, and 0.97 and 0.98 for two specimens (Table 1).

The ultrasonic p-wave velocities measured after

unwrapping are summarized in Table 1. The p-wave veloc-

ity parallel to the bedding plane (vp,par = 2,975 ± 228 m/s)

was higher than perpendicular to bedding (vp,perp = 2,052 ±

474 m/s), and the mean anisotropy ratio (vp,par/vp,perp) was

1.45.

Table 1 Circumferential displacement rate (CDR), volumetric water

content (x), p-wave velocity parallel (Vp,k) and normal (Vp,\) to

bedding, total porosity (U) and degree of saturation (Sw)

Specimen

No.

CDR

(mm/min)

x
(%)

Vp,\

(m/s)

Vp,k
(m/s)

U Sw

214.6 0.10 7.63 2,302 2,968 0.17 0.97

214.8 0.15 7.30 2,341 3,062 0.18 0.98

214.10 0.10 7.30 2,354 3,014 0.17 1.00

214.11 0.10 7.68 2,282 2,927 0.18 1.00

214.14 0.08 7.38 1,511 3,476 0.17 1.00

214.15 0.08 7.30 2,348 3,073 0.18 1.00

214.29 0.08 8.09 2,237 2,993 0.19 1.00

214.52 0.08 7.66 2,305 3,027 0.18 1.00

214.53 0.08 7.66 2,322 3,127 0.18 1.00

214.54 0.08 7.62 2,327 2,914 0.18 1.00

214.55 0.08 7.62 1,330 2,839 0.18 1.00

214.56 0.08 7.59 1,792 2,963 0.17 1.00

214.57 0.08 7.12 1,801 3,045 0.17 1.00

214.58 0.08 7.18 2,337 3,048 0.17 1.00

214.59 0.08 7.26 2,359 2,980 0.18 1.00

214.60 0.08 7.26 2,342 3,010 0.18 1.00

214.45a 0.08 7.88 2,253 3,061 0.18 1.00

214.46a 0.08 7.45 2,413 3,138 0.18 1.00

214.47a 0.08 7.81 1,749 2,742 0.18 1.00

All physical rock properties were determined before testing
a Jacketed specimens
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5.2 Stress–Strain Relationship

The stress–strain curves measured during the test on

specimen 214.6 are shown in Fig. 5. They are typical for

the curves of the most specimens. One exception was

specimen No. 214.58, where the mean axial strain at axial

loads less than 1 MPa showed slight non-linearity (e.g. a

progressive increase in stiffness). Neither the ultrasonic

velocity measurements nor the macroscopic characteriza-

tion of this specimen revealed evidence of disturbance

(Table 1). The minor non-linear anomaly is probably due

to localized micro-cracks and/or compaction effects.

With increasing axial load, the stress–axial strain curve

generally follow linear elastic behavior up to the onset of

dilation at rCI. The elastic properties determined from the

least squares best-fit to the linear portion of the stress–axial

strain curve for each specimen are summarized in Table 2.

On average, the elastic modulus for first loading was found

to be 1.7 GPa with a minimum of 1.0 GPa and a maximum

of 2.4 GPa. The Poisson’s ratio ranged between 0.06 and

0.21 with a mean value of 0.16.

The onset of dilation occurred at an axial load of

1.5–2.5 MPa, the mean value being 2.0 MPa (Figs. 6, 7).

This coincides for most specimens with a distinct stress

drop which was taken as the upper limit for the onset of

micro-cracking (Figs. 5, 6). Values of rCI taken from the

stress–strain response revealed little scatter within experi-

mental errors (Fig. 7). A distinct influence of the jacket on

rCI was not apparent.

Figure 8 shows the crack initiation and crack damage

thresholds in terms of the axial and circumferential strain.

Both, the axial and circumferential strain at rCI show little

Fig. 3 Methodology for

defining the upper and lower

limit of damage stress

thresholds (specimen No.

214.6). a Illustrates the

deviation from linearity (onset

of dilation rCI and the

methodology for defining the

crack damage threshold rCD).

b expanded view of the box in

a illustrating the procedure used

to define the crack initiation

threshold rCI

Fig. 4 Water content

determined immediately after

drilling and removal from

storage versus depth below

tunnel invert for both boreholes.

No change in the water content

during storage is evident
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variability. Crack initiation occurs at an axial strain

of 0.07–0.16% and a circumferential strain of -0.01 to

-0.04%.

Beyond rCI the strain curves increasingly depart from

linearity (Fig. 5) with an associated increase in axial

compressibility and Poisson’s ratio. The accelerating

increase of inelastic volumetric strain results in a reversal

of the volumetric strain curve (rCD), on average at 4.8 MPa

(Table 2). The minimum value for rCD was 2.4 MPa, and

the maximum value was 7.6 MPa (Fig. 7). Careful obser-

vation of the specimens during the tests revealed that rCD

was associated with the appearance and opening of mac-

roscopic fractures of 1–2 cm length sub-parallel with the

loading direction (Fig. 9). The first observed fractures

tended to cut at a high angle across bedding, while often

stepping parallel to bedding on the millimeter scale.

A distinct slope change of the axial and radial strain curve

Fig. 5 Axial, circumferential

and volumetric strain curves

measured during the testing of

specimen 214.6 under

unconfined compressive load

normal to bedding. The curves

are typical of those obtained for

most other specimens. The

distinct stress drop at

approximately 2.0 MPa was

taken as a reliable indicator for

micro-crack initiation. The

dashed line represents the

calculated elastic volumetric

strain

Table 2 First loading Young’s modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (t),

rupture stress (UCS), mean crack initiation stress taken from the

stress–strain response (rCI), crack initiation stress taken from the

acoustic emission signals (rCI,AE), point of volumetric strain reversal

(rCD)

Specimen No. E t UCS rCI rCI, AE rCD

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

214.6 1,256 0.19 6.65 1.84 1.55 4.02

214.8 1,718 0.15 5.75 1.71 1.81 3.36

214.10 1,256 0.10 5.43 1.88 – 2.52

214.11 1,968 0.16 6.6 2.29 – 3.90

214.14 1,812 0.06 7.06 2.20 – 5.98

214.15 1,477 0.11 6.48 1.94 – 5.52

214.29 1,760 0.19 5.72 2.06 – 2.46

214.52 1,933 0.16 6.22 1.97 – 5.36

214.53 1,909 0.13 7.23 1.94 – 6.49

214.54 1,013 0.20 5.54 1.57 0.94 2.40

214.55 1,033 0.16 5.09 1.49 1.19 3.32

214.56 1,534 0.18 8.29 1.86 1.89 5.03

214.57 2,394 0.21 9.66 2.54 5.84 7.66

214.58 1,845 0.21 7.53 2.25 2.05 6.34

214.59 2,107 0.15 7.17 2.88 3.19 6.20

214.60 1,980 0.13 7.06 2.02 1.88 6.49

214.45a 2,134 0.16 8.70 2.14 – 4.62

214.46a 1,534 0.17 10.0 1.83 – 5.66

214.47a 1,423 0.21 5.63 1.87 – 4.57

Uncertainties of the damage stress thresholds are given in Fig. 7
a Jacketed specimens

Fig. 6 Volumetric strain response and calculated elastic and inelastic

volumetric strains obtained from the test of specimen No. 214.6.

Inelastic strain is related to micro-cracking
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at rCD was not observed. The values of rCD show larger

variability than those of rCI (Fig. 7). The volumetric strain

reversal obtained from all jacketed specimens (i.e. No.

214.45, 214.46 and 214.47) do not differ significantly to

those for unjacketed specimens.

As the axial load was increased beyond rCD, the mac-

roscopic fractures grew and were associated with increas-

ingly more side-steps. The ultimate failure surface was

typically 10�–20� inclined from the vertical specimen axis,

primarily as a consequence of the side-steps (Fig. 9). This

failure behavior was consistent for all tests.

Specimen rupture was characteristically accompanied

by a sudden strength drop (Fig. 5). The unconfined com-

pressive strength averaged over all specimens was

6.9 MPa. The highest UCS was 10.0 MPa, and the lowest

5.0 MPa (Fig. 7; Table 2). The highest UCS-values were

found for specimens containing sandy or silty nodules (i.e.

No. 214.46 and 214.57). On average the axial strain at

rupture stress was 0.85%, and the circumferential strain

was -0.43%, although the variability is very large (Fig. 8).

5.3 Micro-Acoustic Activity

For the nine tests with AE measurement, the maximum

number of AE events triggered in the pre-rupture phase of

any one specimen was 69, which is low compared to

crystalline or hard sedimentary rock types (e.g. Scholz

1968b; Shah and Labuz 1995; Zang et al. 1996; Eberhardt

et al. 1998; Diederichs et al. 2004; Heo et al. 2004; Baud

et al. 2004).

Figure 10 illustrates the typical AE activity during a

test. Almost no AE activity was observed at axial stress

levels below 1.5–2 MPa, which is consistent with elastic

behavior in this stress range. The onset of continuous AE,

which was typically the start of the period of the highest

AE-activity in the pre-rupture phase (Fig. 10), is in good

agreement with rCI defined from the stress–strain response

for seven out of nine specimens (Table 2; Fig. 7). The axial

stress at the onset of continuous AE-activity for these seven

specimens has an average value of 1.9 MPa, and was, on

average, 29% of the rupture stress for each sample.

In the case of specimen No. 214.54, which contained

calcite veins, the onset of AE activity appeared at an axial

stress below rCI as defined from the stress–strain response,

and was accompanied neither by a change in the curvature

of the stress–strain curves nor a distinct stress drop. For

specimen No. 214.57, which contained sandy nodules, the

first AE signals were detected at stress levels significantly

higher than rCI taken from the stress–strain response. The

Fig. 7 Values of rupture stress

(UCS), crack initiation

threshold stress (rCI) and crack

damage threshold stress (rCD)

derived from the stress–strain

curves and listed in Table 2.

The estimates of rCI derived

from the onset of continuous

micro-acoustic activity are

shown as crosses (rCI, AE).

Specimens No. 214.45, 214.46

and 214.47 were jacketed

Fig. 8 Axial strain and circumferential strain at rupture stress (UCS),

crack initiation (rCI) and crack damage (rCD) threshold. The

variability of the axial and radial strain is illustrated for rCD and

UCS with the mean and one standard deviation
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reasons for the difference between the AE onset and rCI for

these two specimens are currently unclear.

With further stress increase beyond rCI, the overall AE-

activity remained high, indicating a phase of intense micro-

cracking activity. The majority of AEs were typically

detected between rCI and rCD. This AE active phase was

followed by a reduction in AE-signals (Fig. 10). For the

majority of specimens, the reduction in AE-activity coin-

cides with rCD.

When the axial stress approaches the rupture stress no

change in the rate of acoustic emissions was observed.

After the rupture stress was reached, an increase in acoustic

emissions similar to the increase at rCI was typically rec-

ognized (Fig. 10).

6 Discussion

This experimental study on brittle failure of unconfined

OPA revealed that the stress–strain response under short-

term compression is linear elastic up to approximately 30%

of the rupture stress. A first change in the stress–strain

response appeared at a mean axial stress level of approxi-

mately 2 MPa and was associated with the onset of

inelastic strain. This, together with the onset of AE-activity

at approximately the same axial stress level, indicates that

damage initiation occurs well before the rupture stress is

reached, at least for these tests on OPA. However, the

inferred ratio between crack initiation stress and rupture

stress of approximately 0.3 is lower than observed in

Fig. 9 Typical macroscopic

failure of OPA specimens. In

both figures a slightly inclined

failure surface with well-

developed side-steps can be

seen

Fig. 10 Stress–strain response

and acoustic emission activity

for a typical OPA specimen

(No. 214.6). Circles on the axial

strain curve represent individual

AE-signals. The crack initiation

threshold rCI coincides well

with the onset of continuous

acoustic activity. The distinct

reduction in acoustic activity

corresponds to the crack

damage threshold rCD
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confined compression tests (e.g. Popp and Salzer (2007)

found a ratio of 0.4–0.5 for confining stresses larger than

7.5 MPa). The reasons for the difference are probably

related to the failure mechanism, which changes from sub-

vertical splitting when the specimens are unconfined to

macroscopic shear failure when they are highly confined.

The data obtained in this study suggest that micro-crack

initiation can be adequately identified from the stress–

strain curves. However, for specimens equipped with AE-

sensors, continuous AE-activity was initiated at a stress

level slightly below rCI, although only by 0.1 MPa on

average. The reason may be related to the strain monitoring

system which only captures strains induced by micro-

cracking within the base-length of the gages. Micro-cracks

forming outside the base-length of the gages will not

generate strain signals. Compaction effects perpendicular

to the loading direction may also affect the determination

of rCI as suggested by Popp and Salzer (2007). In either

case, rCI obtained from OPA in this study has to be con-

sidered as an upper limit for damage initiation.

The presented data show little scatter for rCI (Fig. 6).

Klinkenberg et al. (2009) studied failed OPA specimens

taken from the shaly facies in the Mont Terri URL utilizing

a scanning electron microscope. They found that cracks

that grow either parallel or normal to bedding are often

initiated at carbonate bioclasts (e.g. shell fragments) and

are entirely situated within the clayey matrix. Fractures

within bioclasts were not observed. Similar results were

found for over-consolidated Callovo-Oxfordian argillites

from the Bure site by utilizing SEM (Chiarelli 2000;

Blümling et al. 2007) and other argillaceous rock under

compressive loading (Fabre and Pellet 2006). These studies

collectively suggest that macroscopic deformation is

mainly due to cracking of the clayey matrix. Therefore,

fracture initiation in OPA seems to be controlled by the

strength of the apparently weaker clayey matrix. The small

variability in rCI is possibly related to relatively homoge-

neous geomechanical properties of the weaker clayey

matrix or individual bedding layers, where fractures are

initiated.

As loading is increased beyond rCI, both, the radial and

volumetric stress–strain curve deviate from linearity, as

expected from theoretical considerations of unconfined

compressive tests on brittle rock (Bieniawski 1967).

However, Bieniawski (1967) also concluded that the axial

stress–strain curve should remain linear for brittle solids

under unconfined compression until the threshold stress for

unstable crack growth rCD (coalescence of distributed

micro-cracks) is reached. This is because the majority of

distributed micro-cracks are true Mode I cracks that grow

sub-parallel with the maximum far-field stress, and thus

should not affect the axial strain as they form during the

initial brittle damage phase (Bieniawski 1967). Many

experimental and fracture mechanics studies on brittle

material support Bieniawski’s assertion (Brace and Bom-

bolaski 1963; Scholz 1968a, b; Horii and Nemat-Nasser

1986; Martin 1997). However, the axial stress–axial strain

curve for OPA does not show such behavior, but rather

deviates from linearity above rCI, as do the radial and

volumetric strain curves (Fig. 5). The axial compressibility

thus begins to increase at rCI (Fig. 5). This indicates the

activation of a fracture mode at rCI which affects the axial

strain behavior.

A deviation of the stress–axial strain curve from line-

arity at stress levels below rCD (but above rCI) was

reported by Eberhardt et al. (1998) for uniaxial loading

tests on Lac du Bonnet Granite. They suggested that prior

to the onset of unstable crack growth at rCD, coalescence of

individual cracks occurred involving some micro-crack

growth at oblique angles to the loading direction, accom-

panied by some shearing. The latter explains the deviation

from linearity of the axial strain curve (Eberhardt et al.

1998). It should be noted that the deviation from linearity

occurred at a load level distinctly higher than rCI, unlike

the observations in the present study. Nevertheless, it

suggests that perhaps the deviation of the stress–axial strain

curve from linearity at rCI reflects the activation of

shearing on oblique cracks as well as tensile opening of

axial cracks.

Niandou et al. (1997) and Valès et al. (2004) conducted

triaxial compression tests on anisotropic Tournemire Shale

and found that the failure mode for unconfined or slightly

confined compressive loading normal to bedding involved

both, shear fractures that formed parallel to bedding and

extensional fractures oriented normal to bedding. It is

uncertain at what point in the failure process the bedding-

plane shearing became active. Similar observations derive

from examination of the pattern of the macroscopic frac-

tures that are first seen on the walls of the OPA specimens

at loads above rCD in the present study. The collective data

do not define whether bedding-plane shearing begins

internally at stress levels as low as rCI, and thus is a

potential candidate to explain the change in axial stiffness

at rCI. Thus, it is instructive to examine the conditions

under which bedding-plane shearing can occur.

There is good reason to believe that the OPA specimens

tested can be viewed as a laminate composed of bonded

layers of different elastic properties oriented normal to the

loading axis.

This is a consequence of its sedimentary origin. Bläsi

(1996a, b) investigated heterogeneities on different scales

in OPA utilizing thin-section analyses and SEM with an

energy dispersive system. He showed that bed-to-bed

material heterogeneities on the millimetre scale are present

and reflect variations in the silt or sand content, bioclastic

layers or siderite concretions. The lateral extension of these
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layers or lenses is on the decimeter to meter scale (Bläsi

1996a, b; Nagra 2002). Such heterogeneities can be related

to sedimentation in a deep basin (e.g. storm events) and

diagenetic processes (Bläsi 1996a, b). Thus, the nature of

the OPA leads to the view that the specimens are composed

of a series of beds which have contrasting elastic param-

eters and strength on the millimeter to centimeter scale

(Fig. 11a). Various theoretical and numerical models have

been proposed to explain fracture formation and spacing in

layered rock series (e.g. Price 1966; Hobbs 1967; Mandl

2005; Bai and Pollard 2000; Tang et al. 2008). Most studies

consider a 3-layer model with a stiffer layer of some

thickness sandwiched between more compliant layers.

Bourne (2003) first derived an analytical solution in three

dimensions for the stresses developed in an idealized lay-

ered system composed of bonded, planar, isotropic,

homogeneous, linear elastic layers with contrasting elastic

properties subjected to arbitrary layer-parallel and normal

applied loads. The solution for the special case of uniaxial

loading normal to layering under laterally unconfined

conditions, as in the present experiments, shows that

in-plane tension develops in the stiffer layers and

corresponding compression in the more compliant layers

(Fig. 11). (Note that these in-plane stress contrasts are

accompanied by the development of a radial shear stress

rrz on the interfaces). Axial tensile cracks will, thus, first

initiate in the stiff layer when the radial tensile stress

locally exceeds the tensile strength of the material

(Fig. 11b). The axial load at this point is interpreted as

denoting rCI. The axial growth of these tension cracks will

tend to be arrested at the interface with the compressional

compliant layers, possibly inducing local slip at the inter-

face (Fig. 11b, Gudmundsson et al. 2003; Larsen and

Gudmundsson 2010). Further axial loading of the layered

system (which will increase the radial strain and thus

increase the stress contrasts), will thus generate more

tensile fractures in the stiff layers (infilling fractures). The

generation of these cracks in relatively stiff layers can

explain the observed increase in radial strain at rCI, but

cannot by itself explain the change in axial compliance. We

suggest two ways in which such a change might come

about. The first is through the development of shear cracks

in the compliant layers that link appropriately offset tensile

cracks in the neighboring stiff layers (Fig. 11b). Such

Fig. 11 Model for explaining crack initiation and the development of

interfacial shear stress under uniaxial compressive load. The left side
of the models represents the center line of a sample. a Model of the

clay shale containing layers of contrasting stiffness (E1 [ E2).

In-plane tension develops in the stiffer layers and corresponding

compression in the more compliant layers. These in-plane stress

contrasts are accompanied by the development of a radial shear stress

on the interfaces; b axial tensile cracks will thus first initiate in the

stiff layer when the radial tensile stress locally exceeds the tensile

strength of the material. The axial growth of these tension cracks will

tend to be arrested at the interface with the compressional compliant

layers, possibly inducing local slip at the interface. Appropriately

offset tensile cracks in the neighboring stiff layers may be linked

through the development of shear cracks in the compliant layer
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tensile cracks would be underlapping (Gudmundsson et al.

2003). The second mechanism is poro-elastic in nature and

involves the presence of fluid in the samples.

It is certain that pore space in the specimens is saturated,

and thus the net compressive strain that develops up to rCD

will result in an increase in pore pressure within the OPA

matrix. The typical time for loading to reach the level of

rCI in the experiments was 4 min, which is insufficient for

the poro-elastically generated fluid pressure to dissipate.

The precise pore pressure increase is difficult to estimate

owing to the complex poro-elastic properties of the OPA

(Aristorenas 1992), but some feeling for the anticipated

values obtained by assuming that the conditions are fully

undrained, and the rock is linear-elastic. In that case, the

pore pressure at the time of fracture initiation would be,

Pp = BrCI/3, where B is Skempton’s coefficient. Taking

B equal to 0.9 (Zhang et al. 2007) gives a pore pressures at

rCI of approximately Pp = 0.6 MPa. Once the tensile

cracks start to form in the stiffer beds when the axial load

reaches rCI, fluid will be drawn into the cracks. The con-

tinual generation of these cracks as the axial load increases

will drain fluid from the matrix resulting in the progressive

depletion of pore pressure which would in turn affect the

axial strain. The net effect would be to reduce the rate at

which pore pressure increases under loading once axial

cracks begin to form, and this could result in an increase in

axial compliance.

A further observation that has not yet been addressed is

the occurrence of a sudden drop in axial stress that occurs

close to the level of rCI in 16 out of the 19 specimens

tested. Since the axial load for the test procedure is con-

trolled by a constant circumferential displacement rate,

such a stress drop reflects a sudden increase of the lateral

strain associated with local failure. Two speculative

explanations for these events are proposed: (1) they reflect

the simultaneous nucleation and propagation of micro-

cracks, or (2) they reflect the propagation of pressurized

cracks (hydrofractures) through the neighboring compliant

layers.

Volumetric strain reversal (i.e. rCD) was approached in

this study at approximately 70% of the rupture stress,

which is in reasonable agreement with the findings of Popp

and Salzer (2007) on confined OPA specimens (confine-

ment [ 7.5 MPa). The onset of net volumetric dilation

associated with the first appearance of macroscopic frac-

tures is consistent with observations made in previous

studies on brittle rocks (Bieniawski 1967; Eberhardt et al.

1998; Martin 1997). Scholz (1968a) suggested that a crit-

ical crack density must be reached before regions do not

fracture independently or, in other words, macro-fractures

start to form. The formation of macro-fractures at rCD

coincides for many rock types with a distinct rise in

AE-activity (Mogi 1962; Scholz 1968b; Shah and Labuz

1995; Eberhardt et al. 1998; Diederichs et al. 2004; Heo

et al. 2004). However, this does not seem to be the case for

OPA. Actually, a distinct reduction in AE-activity occurred

close to rCD. With further stress increase beyond rCD axial

compressibility and Poisson’s ratio increased continuously

while the AE-activity remained low. In addition, the rup-

ture stress could not be correlated to a particular acoustic

emission sequence. This finding implies that beyond rCD,

the damage process changes to a pre-dominant fracture

mode with few or no local events involving rapid stress

drop and hence hardly any radiation of acoustic signals, at

least in the ultrasonic frequency range and trigger ampli-

tude threshold utilized in this study.

With further specimen damage increasingly more side-

steps appeared joining extensional fractures leading ulti-

mately to the development of a failure surface approximately

10�–20� inclined from the vertical specimen axis.

The stress–strain response and the acoustic activity

suggest that the failure process of OPA is associated with

the formation of distributed micro-cracks (axial cracks and

possibly shears) at loading levels between rCI and rCD.

Micro-cracks are formed either in vicinity of heterogene-

ities such as shell fragment or probably in stiff layers when

the radial tensile stress locally exceeds the tensile strength

of the material (Fig. 11; Mandl 2005; Stefanizzi et al.

2008).

Observed hairline cracks at rCD associated with side-

steps also suggest that shear stress is present along bedding

planes. Beyond rCD increasingly more side-steps appear

while the acoustic activity remains low. This implies that

the damage process beyond rCD involves increasingly

more fracture processes which hardly radiate any AE.

Failure localizes due to side-steps forming links between

individual axial cracks.

As stated previously, rCD shows a larger variability than

rCI. Klinkenberg et al. (2009) postulate for OPA specimens

with higher content of isolated, coarse bioclasts (e.g. shell

fragments are closer to each other) that micro-fractures can

interact more easily and the rupture stress is smaller

compared to specimens with less shell fragments (in

absence of shell fragments cracks end in the matrix).

Micro-fractures may also interact more easily due to the

distribution of bedding-parallel layers, the contrast in rock

mechanical properties between the layers and the thickness

of layers.

Therefore the variability in rCD in this study is possibly

related to differences in the distribution of heterogeneities

which controls to certain extent the probability of inter-

action and coalescence of micro-cracks. Appropriate

micro-structural analyses to explore this hypothesis are

ongoing.
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7 Conclusions

The brittle failure characteristics of saturated Opalinus

Clay (shaly facies) under unconfined uniaxial compression

normal to bedding were studied. The failure process is

initiated at a stress level far before rupture stress

(approximately 30% of UCS) through the formation of

axial micro-cracks and probably bedding parallel shears,

accompanied by the onset of dilation and continuous

micro-acoustic activity. The low scatter in the crack initi-

ation threshold is possibly related to strain localization

around heterogeneities (e.g. bioclasts) or radial tensile

stresses in stiffer layers and almost homogeneous strength

properties of the clayey matrix or individual layers, where

fractures are initiated. Volumetric strain reversal occurred

at approximately 70% of the rupture stress. The variability

may be associated with the content and distribution of

bioclasts and contrasting rock mechanical properties of

bedding parallel layers in the clay shale, which controls, to

certain extent, the growth and the probability of coales-

cence of micro-cracks in the specimen.

In contrast to expectations from theory on brittle failure,

the axial strain curve deviates from linearity at the crack

initiation stress threshold. The increase in axial com-

pressibility is probably related to a simultaneous develop-

ment of axial fractures and local shearing along bedding

planes.

Between the crack initiation and crack damage threshold

the acoustic activity remains high indicating fracture pro-

cesses associated with sufficient local events involving

rapid stress drops to radiate acoustic signals. When axial

stress approaches the crack damage threshold, reduction in

AE-activity was observed. The reduction in AE-activity is

possibly related to a change in the pre-dominant fracture

mode hardly radiating any acoustic signals (e.g. no or

minor local events involving rapid stress drops). Observa-

tions suggest local side-stepping along bedding to be the

pre-dominant mode of fracturing beyond the crack damage

stress threshold forming links between cracks aligned sub-

parallel with the axial stress. This failure process is leading

ultimately to the development of a stepped failure surface

approximately 10�–20� inclined from the specimen axis.
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